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ABSTRACT
An intelligent
tutoring system, CIRCSIMTutor tutors first-year
medical students on
blood pressure regulation
based on the
dialogue patterns of humantutors. To obtain
data about the language and conversation
patterns
of human tutors,
we analyzed
transcripts
of human tutors working over a
modem,then annotated them to show tutorial
goal structure.
In this paper we analyze
clusters of sentences serving the same tutorial
goal.
We attempt
to determine
the
information content required by each group
and possible sources
of these content
elements.
We show
potential surface
structures which could be generated from
these elements. Wediscuss the influence on
our work of the theories of Michael Halliday
and Deborah Schiffrin. The results of this
work will assist
us in building a text
generation system for CIRCSIM-Tutor v. 3
which will mimic some of the natural
qualities of the speech of human tutors in a
simple and efficient manner.
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INTRODUCTION
CIRCSIM-Tutor is an intelligent
tutoring
system designed to tutor first-year medical
students on blood pressure regulation. The
students
are requested
to predict
the
qualitative
change (increase, decrease, no
change) in seven core parameters according
to the response of the baroreceptor reflex to a
perturbation.
The tutor analyzes these
predictions and conducts a dialogue with the
student to correct the errors.
As is the usual practice in text generation
studies [Reiter and Dale, 1997], we analyzed
a corpus of dialogues between students and
humantutors to obtain data about the nature
of their tutoring language. Weannotated the
transcripts with the tutorial goal structures
which are the basis for our plan-based text
generation [Freedman and Evens, 1996]. This
analysis
produced nested annotations
showing global goals for tutoring
and
additional local goals for immediate response
to the student.
Weextracted groups of sentences serving the
same tutorial goal and analyzed each group to
determine a set of content elements which
could be used to build each of the sentences
in the group. Then we attempted to determine
which pieces of knowledge in the planning
environment could be used to determine the
values of these elements. Finally, we used

this information to sketch potential surface
structures which our generator could produce.
Breadth of coverage, cost of implementation
and response time are all relevant issues in
the implementation of CIRCSIM-Tutorv. 3.
For these reasons we are experimenting with
a sophisticated content planning process
followed by a simple template-filling process
for surface generation. According to our
initial results, muchof the tutoring language
is stylized enough that we can assemble the
sentences directly. But whether or not this
moduleis used for surface generation in the
final CIRCSIM-Tutorv. 3, this analysis
described in this paper, which shows the
relationship
between tutorial goals and
surface structure, can be used to determine
the output which any eventual surface
generation componentmust produce.
ANNOTATING TUTORIAL GOALS
The transcripts,
of which we have
approximately fifty, were madeby physiology
professors and medical students. To simulate
the CIRCSIM-Tutor
environment as closely as
possible, they communicatedwith each other
keyboard-to-keyboard from different rooms.
Our current analysis is based on about 270
turns of dialogue, including approximately
350 instances of global tutoring goals and 50
instances of local goals.
Figure 1 shows an example of our SGMLbased markup. Wherepossible, we form the
names of tutorial goals by combining a
predicate with the value of the info"
argument which identifies
the low-level
content chunks in our representation. Thus
T-tutors-value should be considered an
abbreviation for T-tutorsinfo=value.
As Figure 1 shows, the tutorial goals are
expanded hierarchically. For each variable
which the student did not predict correctly,
two sections of dialogue are generated:

<T-introduces-variable>
tu: Let’s talk about TPR.
</T-introduces-variable>
<T-tutors-variable>
<T-does-neural-DLR>
<T-tutors-mechanism>
<T-elicits>
tu: Can you tell mehowTPRis controlled?
<S-answer catg=near-miss>
st: Sympatheticvasoconstriction.
</S-answer>
<T-ack type=positive>
tu: Right.
</T-ack>
</T-elicits>
<T-informs>
tu: TPRis primarily under neural control.
</T-informs>
</T-tutors-mechanism>
<T-tutors-DR-info>
<T-informs>
tu: We’retalking about what happens before
there are any neural changes.
</T-informs>
</T-tutors-DR-info>
<T-tutors-value>
<T-elicits>
tu: So what about TPR?
<S-ans catg=correct>
st: Nochange.
</S-ans>
<T-ack type=positive>
tu: Good.
</T-ack>
</T-elicits>
</T-tutors-value>
</T-does-neural-DLR>
</T-tutors-variable>
Figure 1. Exampleof Annotated Transcript
T.introduces.variableintroduces the variable that should be corrected and T-tutorsvariable contains the actual tutoring. (The
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goals in italics are not part of the hierarchy.)
Tutoringrequires at least three levels of goals
belowthe variable level: the methodlevel, the
topic level, and the primitive level. Although
our planner, a general-purpose planner which
we have adapted for dialogue generation, can
handle an arbitrary numberof levels, the text
produced by our expert humantutors can be
modeledwith a restricted numberof levels.
The methodlevel shows howto teach about a
variable. Within each method, a sequence of
topics represent the items to be taught. The
primitive level showshowthis information is
communicatedto the student.
Text relating to each variable is generated by
refining the goal T-tutors-variable. The
choice of tutorial methodis determinedby the
tutorial agenda, the tutorial history, domain
knowledge, and the student model. In
Figure 1, the tutor uses domaininformation-the fact that TPRis a neurally controlled
variable--to choose the most appropriate
method, in this case the question-and-answer
style method T-does-neuraI-DLR. (Here
"DLR"stands for ’directed line of reasoning’,
a formof Socratic dialogue.)
Each methodconsists of a series of topiclevel plan operators. In this example,
T-tutors-variableis decomposedinto three
topics, T-tutors-mechanism,
T-tutors-DRinfo, andT-tutors-value.
Each topic operator represents one item to be
taught to the student. These topic operators
share the use of the standard text generation
primitives T-informs and T-elicits. The
T-informs operator
is used to give
infom~ationto the student. T-eficits is used
whenthe tutor wants the student to provide
an answer. Whenexpanding a plan operator,
the planner has access to the argumentsof all
of the logic formshierarchically aboveit, so
we do not need to write those arguments

explicitly. Combinedwith the fact that many
topic-level arguments contain an implicit
info- argument, we note that most primitives
will therefore have this argumentavailable.
Although T-informs is usually realized as a
declarative sentence and T-eficits with an
interrogative, other alternatives are possible.
For example,T-eficits could be realized as an
imperative: "Please tell me..." [Freedman,
1996].
With the student’s correct answer the tutor
movesto the next goal. A clearly incorrect
answer usually causes the tutor to add a
corrective topic or change to a new method.
Whenthe student’s answer is "I don’t know,"
the tutor often gives a hint in the form of an
additional topic before continuing with the
method. The tutorial goals and their use in
flexibly responding to student errors are
described in more detail in [Kim, Freedman
and Evens, to appear].
USE OF HALLIDAY’S THEORY
According to Halliday [1985], language is
used to express three kinds of meaning
simultaneously: experiential meaning, the
propositional
content of an utterance,
interpersonal meaning, which represents the
attitude of the speaker, and textual meaning,
which represents the contribution of the
utterance to the narrative coherence of the
conversation.
In our planner, the content axis is represented
by the plan operators themselves in addition
to content-based arguments, e.g. info’-. We
add additional argumentswhenit is desirable
to represent the interpersonal and narrative
axes. In this waywe can considerably enrich
the range of concepts which we can express.
This ability sets v. 3 of CIRCSlM-Tutor
apart
from earlier versions as well as from
question-answering systems.
The attitude- feature is used to express the
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tutor’s personal stance with respect to the
material being uttered. For example,consider
the differences
between the following
sentences:
(1) COincreased.
(2) But rememberthat COincreases.
(attitude=remind)
(3) COcertainly does increase.
(attitude=support)
The latter might be used, for example, in
place of the more commonCOincreases to
reply to a student whohas madethis assertion
along with a numberof incorrect assertions.
Similarly, the narrative-mode=argument is
used to annotate aspects of text which relate
to structural coherence of the dialogue. The
following examples show some of the
distinctions which can be made using this
argument.
(4)
(5)

Youpredicted that COincreased.
(narrative-mode=reference)
So, COincreases.
(narrative-mode=summary)

When used in running conversation,
narrative-mode=summary
lets T-informs
act as a transition
element ("So, CO
increases. Now,..."). It is distinct from the
tutorial method summary which generates
summaries of domain reasoning ("So, in DR
HRis up, COis up, but SVis down.").

DATA ANALYSIS
Fromour annotated transcripts we extracted
groups of sentences where the tutor was
expressing the same meaning. For purposes
of generation, we would like to understand
the variation amongthe sentences in each set.
Although it is axiomatic that different
sentences can never have identical meanings,
for text generation purposes we only need to
represent differences which the tutoring
system needs to make. In other words, if two
sentences would serve the same purpose for
our tutor, then we can consider them as
different waysof expressing the samethought
and generate them from the same logical
form.
In manycases, the available research has not
yet given us the tools to makewell-grounded
distinctions amongthese sentences. If two
sentences can be used in the same slot, we
prefer to consider them as equivalent rather
than makearbitrary distinctions.
For example, consider the sentences in
Figure 2. These sentences have been printed
to show how they are built from common
elements:
¯ Mainpredicate(elicit)
¯ Information content
(mechanism of
control)
¯ Nameof variable
The main predicate and the value of info=,
which are realized together in this example,
are printed in boldface with slots showing

(6) Howis TPRcontrolled?
(7) Howis TPRdetermined?
of control of TPR?
(8) Whatis the primarymechanism
(9) Can you tell me howTPRis controlled?
(10)Do you knowwhat determinesthe value of TPR?
by whicharteriolar
(11)ANDwhatis the primarymechanism

radius is controlled?

Figure2. Examples
of T-eficits info=mechanism
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whereargumentslike the variable nameare to
be inserted.
¯ Softener (optional)
Weare using the term "softener" to describe
expressions like can you tell me and do you
know, which are underlined in the examples
below. Although the exact meaning of these
expressions is an oft-debated issue, it is not
necessary for our purposes; we simply
observe that these expressions can be used or
omitted.
It is interesting to note that whenone of these
expressions is realized as a sentence-initial
clause, the surface subject of the sentence is
different from the deep subject of the
predicate. Glass [1997] points out the same
phenomenon in the student’s side of the
dialogue.
¯ Discourse marker (optional)
Discourse markers are printed in small caps,
e.g. AND. In our dialogues, most of the
discourse markersare sentence-initial.
Figure 3 shows a similar decomposition of
sentences encoded by T-elicits-value. In
addition to the previous elements, a few new
elementsare present:

¯ Time qualifier (optional)
Time qualifiers are printed in sans-serif
italics, e.g. in DR.
¯ Context-setting expression (optional)
Weare using the term "context-setting
expression" to describe expressions like ifCC
is underneural control or that being the case,
which set the context for the main clause.
Note that some context-setting expressions
are constant while others contain slots.
¯ Pointing expression (optional)
Figure 3 also contains the expression as you
predicted, which points to something which
happenedearlier in the dialogue. As Figure 4
shows, most pointing expressions in our
dialoguesare sentence-initial.
Figure 4 contains a selection of sentences
from the T-informs-value group. The value
of our approachcan be seen in the fact that no
new elements are required for these
sentences. Occasionally we need to add an
argument to further qualify an element. For
example, note that (25) simply refers to
prediction ("... wouldchange"), whereas the
other examples in Figure 4 give a specific
value for the prediction. Whenwe need to
differentiate betweenthese two cases, we add

(12) So what about TPR?
(13) So what’syourpredictionof CCin the DR?
(14) Now what do you say about TPR?
(15)BUTif CCis under neural control, howwouldit be affected #7 the DRperiod?
(16) So what’s your prediction aboutCC?
(17) So what wouldhappento RAP?
(18) That being the case, howwouldRAPchangein DR?
(19) So, it) the DRwill there be any changein TPR?
(20) ANDif RAPincreases what would happen to RAP-DR?
(21) That being the case, whatwill happento RAP-DR
in this situation?
(22) If cardiac output decreased (DR) as you predicted, what would happento RAP?
Figure 3. Examples
of T-elicits info=value
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the argument specific-value= to the logic
form.
Generalizing from these examples, we can
see that our sentences are constructed from
four kinds of elements:
¯ Main predicate and required arguments
In the examples above, the primary example
of a required argumentis the variable name.
¯ Optional arguments
Time qualifiers (e.g. in DR) are an example
of an optional argument.If location qualifiers
were used, they would also fall in this
category.
¯ Interpersonal modifiers
Softening expressions are an exampleof this
category.
¯ Narrative modifiers
Discourse markers, pointing expressions and
context-setting expressions are included in
this category.
For each element, we must determine which
features in the planning environment are
needed to determine its value (and, if it is
optional, whetherit shouldbe includedat all).
The tutorial history, the domain model and
the student model are among the data
structures which can be consulted. However,
in this paper, we are most interested in
features which come from the current
planning agenda, which includes the current
planning goal, the goals above it in the
current hierarchy, and the argumentsof these
goals. Of course, in different rule bases an
element maybe computed in different ways

and using different inputs.
For example, consider the sentences in
Figure 3 again. In these sentences, the main
predicate can be determined from the current
goal, i.e. T-elicits. Thecontent to be elicited
is carried downfrom the info= argument of
the parent goal. All of these sentences are
derived from topic goals which contain either
an explicit or implicit info= argument.
Whenwe started this research, we assumed
that discourse markers would have to be
generatedbased on tutorial history in order to
have a coherent conversation. However, the
majority of the discourse markers in our
corpus can be determined based only on the
methodthey belongto and their position in it.
The situation is similar for context-setting
expressions.
Comparingthe different sets of examples, we
notice manyregularities in the surface syntax.
A large percent of the sentences can be
generated from the following BNF:
Discourseparticle (optional)
Source: Discourse marker
Front clause (optional)
Source: Pointing expression, contextsetting expression, or softener
Main clause
Source: Main predicate with required
argumentsin slots
Additional arguments(optional)
Source: Time qualifiers
and other
potential optional arguments
A full-scale surface generation component
wouldpermit greater variety in the top-level

(23) You predicted that CCwouldgo up.
(24) BUTrememberthat Fou said that MAPdecreasesin DR.
(25) WELL, FOUmade predictions about how RAPand CC would change.
(26) You predicted that COin DRwouldgo up.
Figure 4. Examples of T-informs info=value
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syntax of the sentence. Moreimportantly, it
would also permit more complex rules for
generating components,including rules which
use morethan one input element to determine
a surface component and allow input
elements to be realized in morethan one part
of the syntax, e.g. by morethan one part of
speech. However, this approach to surface
generation
may well be useful as an
intermediate step.
DISCOURSE MARKERTHEORIES
In the preceding examples, we have seen a
number of discourse markers which perform
a variety of functions. Accordingto Schiffrin
[1987], well is a way of providing conversational coherence whenthe speaker isn’t
satisfying coherence in an expected way. For
example, well can begin a response where the
tutor contradicts the student, without being
confrontational. It can also signal that a
previous question is being asked again,
because it wasn’t answered. The following
example seems to illustrate
both uses
simultaneously:
tu: What do you think will happen to SV?
st: No change.
tu: Well, you predicted that RAPwould in
fact go downand you predicted that CC
would not change.
tu: So, what happens to SV?
The above examplealso illustrates a use of
the discourse marker so. According to
Schiffrin’s theory, so indicates that what
follows, i.e. whathappensto SV, is a result of
the previous facts, i.e. that RAPwent down
and CCdid not change.
AlthoughSchiffrin’s analysis maygive one a
feel for the use of discourse markers, it was
not intended for text generation and is not
well-suited for that purpose.
In our transcripts, the following clearly
implementable rules suffice for generating
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one commoncategory of discourse markers.
¯ First is used on the first topic of a multitopic method.
¯ And is used on the intermediate topics of
a method.
¯ So is used on the last (concluding) topic
of a method.
BENEFITS OF THIS APPROACH
Thevalue of this approach to text generation
lies in the fact that it separates the
pedagogical goals of a sentence from the text
generation goal used to derive it. The rules
required to realize a given text generation
goal need only be provided once no matter
howmanycontexts the resulting sentence can
occur in or howmanypurposes it can serve.
For example, consider the following
utterances:
(27) Youpredicted that CCwould go up. But
rememberthat we are dealing with the
period before there can be any neural
changes. Howcan CCgo up if it’s under
neural control?
(28) You predicted that CC would go up.
Whatdoes this tell you about the value
of SV?
Both of these excerpts contain the sentence
you predicted that CCwould go up. In (27),
the sentence is part of a realization of the
method T-shows-contradiction, where it is
used to echo the student’s prediction as part
of a demonstrationof a student error. In (28),
it is derived from the method r-movesforward, whereit is used to help the student
follow a causal chain. But both sentences are
derived from identical instances of r-elicits.
Note that in (27), the variable namein the
sentence is the one the tutor is teachingabout,
whereasin (28) the tutor points to the value
of CCas part of tutoring about SV. Again,
the derivation of the sentence is independent
of the source of the information provided in

the arguments.
Since CIRCSIM-Tutorv. 3 is a rule-driven
unification-based system, we do not need to
specify at whatgrain size the translation from
logic form to text takes place. In other words,
all forms of T-elicit which can be converted
to surface text in the same way can be
handled with one rule. When specific
combinations of arguments, e.g. T-elicit
narrative-mode=reference or T-elicit info=
value, generate significantly
different
sentences, then newrules can be added which
match on the required arguments.
CONCLUSION
In this paper we showedhowto identify the
semantic and pragmatic content of tutorial
goal structures collected from transcripts of
humantutors. These elements could serve as
input to a surface generator. Weshowedhow
they could be correlated with componentsof
a simple syntactic form in order to build a
tiny surface generator which might be a
useful intermediate step while data is
collected for a more sophisticated surface
generation module.
Analysis of the semantic and pragmatic
content of tutorial goals is a convenient way
to organize the data necessary to build a
broad-coverage text generation system like
CIRCSIM-Tutor v. 3. Our goal is to generate
fluent and varied text, similar in structure to
that generated by humantutors, without a
corresponding degree of complexity in the
generator.

to manyaspects of this paper.
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